Proposed site for Mary Miss Chairs along Cullen Blvd.
Conservation
Projects completed:
The Art Guys, Statue of Four Lies
Gerhardt Marks, Albertus Magnus
Jim Isermann, Cougar Pride
Jim Sanborn, A, Comma, A
Malou Flato,Untitled
Jim Love, Landscape with Blue Trees
Matt Mullican, Untitled
Tom Sayre, Contemplation- was simply cleaned
Nathan Carter, Houston Radio Radar Reflectors
Lee Kelly, Waterfall, Stele & River
Charles Ginnever, Troika
Stephen de Staebler, Winged Woman

Upcoming:
Lawrence Argent, Your Move- in progress
Jackie Ferrara, Wall of Towers- in progress
work pending building use schedule
William King, Collegium- August
Luis Jimenez, Fiesta Dancers- September
Clement Meadmore, Split Level- January
Mary Miss, 100 Chairs- August
Menashe Kadishman, Om- August
Nathan Carter
Charles Ginnever